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Instructions

Neural cellular automata (NCA) appeared recently and gained much attention. The 

behavior of these cellular automata is not prescribed by some simple rules (e.g. Game of 

Life), but by a small neural network that is learned in a traditional way. The resulting NCA 

has some interesting behavior that can be useful in studying natural patterns (Turing 

patterns), and artificial life, or can be helpful in synthetic biology. The important behavior 

is robustness, growth, self-replication, and the ability to repair damaged patterns. NCAs 

showed some practical results, for example, control of simple cart-pole or State-of-the-

art results for image denoising. The goal of this thesis is to improve its application for 

some physics-based problems and study the behavior of the resulting patterns. 

 

The task is as follows:

1. The student will study how NCAs work and conduct a literature review to gain a 

thorough understanding of NCAs.

2. The current NCAs are based on prescribed convolutional filters. The student will 

implement a different technique that helps the training process by including spatial 

derivatives as the convolutional filters. The combination of the spatial derivatives of 

different orders is then trained. This should allow us to explain what governing equations 

are "used" during the pattern generation process.

3. This new method will be applied to some natural Turing-like patterns. E.g. swordfish 

stripes and jaguar spots.
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4. The student will further analyze the results to derive the governing equations.

5. The student will further experiment to understand how is the training process affected 

by different ways of symmetry breaking (e.g. by random noise, gradient, or point anchor).

6. The student will further analyze the hidden states of the learned NCA to understand if 

we can find some cellular clusters, thus showing the emergence of cell specialization, or 

will further perform experiments that could show the adaptability of the NCA patterns.

The student will analyze and interpret the results of the study. 
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Abstract

This thesis presents the Physically Informed Neural Cellular Automaton (PINCA) model, a
novel approach combining Neural Cellular Automata with the integration of physical dynamics.
PINCA seeks to uncover governing equations from minimal datasets by learning differential op-
erators through convolutional filters. A case study involving leopard coat patterns demonstrates
the model’s efficacy in deriving a unique reaction-diffusion system. Additionally, an exploration
into the hidden states of Growing Neural Cellular Automata aims to shed light on cell specializa-
tion phenomena. The thesis comprises a literature review and the development and application
of the PINCA model. This work bridges artificial intelligence and physics, offering new tools for
modeling and understanding complex systems.

Keywords Neural Cellular Automata, Turing Patterns, Physically Informed Models

Abstrakt

Tato práce představuje nový Neurálńı celulárńı automat se zapojeńım známé fyzikálńı dynamiky
(PINCA), který spojuje neurálńı celulárńı automaty s integraćı fyzikálńı dynamiky. Ćılem mod-
elu PINCA je naučit se diferenciálńı operátory přes uč́ıćı konvolučńı filtry a odhalit ř́ıd́ıćı rovnice
daného procesu i z velmi malých dataset̊u. Funkce modelu je demonstrována na procesu vývoje
vzor̊u na srsti leoparda, kde byla odhalena unikátńı ř́ıd́ıćı reakčně-difuzńı rovnice. Práce se dále
zabývá buněčnou specializaćı skrze zkoumáńı chováńı skrytých kanál̊u modelu Growing neural
cellular automata. Hlavńım obsahem této práce je podrobná rešerše literatury a vývoj mod-
elu PINCA. Práce spojuj́ıćı umělou inteligenci a fyziku nab́ıźı nové nástroje pro modelováńı a
chápáńı komplexńıch systémů.

Kĺıčová slova Neurálńı celulárńı automaty, Turingovy vzory, Modely zahrnuj́ıćı fyziku
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Introduction

The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has experienced numerous transformations over the past
decades, with each evolution enhancing our understanding of the world. From simple rule-based
systems to more complex structures like deep neural networks, AI has increasingly approached
the level of sophistication observed in natural phenomena. An emerging field in AI that holds
immense potential in this regard is Neural Cellular Automata (NCA), which is a fusion of tradi-
tional cellular automata and neural networks.

Traditional cellular automata (CA) are discrete models that have been instrumental in simu-
lating physical and biological processes such as fluid dynamics and the growth patterns of colonies
of bacteria [1]. In contrast to traditional CA, where behavior is determined by simple predefined
rules, NCA leverage small neural networks trained in the traditional way to dictate the behavior
of the automata. This innovation has led NCA to exhibit behavior such as robustness, growth,
self-replication, and the ability to repair damaged patterns - qualities that are crucial for studying
natural patterns, artificial life, synthetic, and developmental biology. A groundbreaking paper
by Mordvintsev et al. [2], exemplifies the innovative capabilities of NCA.

One of the longstanding challenges in scientific research is to unravel the governing equations
of physical processes. These equations embody the fundamental principles and dynamics that
guide the behavior of systems under study. Extracting these equations from observed data can
lead to the development of robust models capable of making predictions, running simulations,
and providing deeper insights into the underlying mechanisms.

In recent years, various methodologies have been developed to recover governing equations
from data. Among these, Sparse Identification of Nonlinear Dynamics (SINDy) [3] is notable for
its ability to identify sparse, interpretable models of dynamical systems. Symbolic Regression [4]
seeks mathematical expressions that best describe given data, while recently introduced PDE-Net
[5, 6] uses deep neural networks for learning partial differential equations (PDEs) directly from
observational data. One of the key components of PDE-Net is that the differential operators
were actually learned by convolutional filters.

In this thesis, a novel approach which combines the principles of Neural Cellular Automata
with the integration of physics through the learning of differential operators via convolutional
filters is introduced. This innovative method is termed as the Physically Informed Neural Cellular
Automaton (PINCA) model. The PINCA model aims effectively discover governing equations
from minimal datasets. As an illustrative case, this thesis tests the efficacy of the PINCA model
in the challenging task of recovering governing equations from an exceptionally minimal dataset,
comprised solely of three images depicting leopard coat patterns. Through this exercise, we
were successful in deriving a reaction-diffusion system involving two substances. Interestingly, in
contrast to the classical Turing systems, the equations derived from PINCA exhibited anisotropic
behavior.

Additionally, this work explores an auxiliary experiment investigating the hidden states of
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2 Abstract

Growing NCA, as introduced in [2]. This investigation is aimed at discerning patterns indicative
of cellular clusters, which could provide insights into the emergence of cell specialization.

In conclusion, this thesis serves as a pathway to unraveling the hidden complexities within
Neural Cellular Automata and exploring their capabilities in tackling intricate physics-oriented
challenges. Through the introduction of the PINCA model, this research bridges the gap between
Artificial Intelligence and Physics, introducing a novel approach that could pave the way for
the development of potent tools and methodologies for comprehending and simulating natural
phenomena.

Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured into two primary chapters. The opening chapter offers an extensive
review of the literature encompassing various fields that have relevance to the subject matter. It
initiates with Turing Patterns, where the Reaction-Diffusion (RD) equations are introduced and
demonstrated. Subsequently, the chapter delves into the domain of classical Cellular Automata.
This is followed by an introduction to Neural Cellular Automata. Lastly, the Physics-Informed
Machine Learning is discussed, to cover the required mathematical background for the PINCA
model.

The subsequent chapter of the thesis presents the original contribution, which is the intro-
duction of the PINCA model. The application of this model is explored through the simulation
of the growth patterns observed in leopard coats under various conditions. The chapter further
expounds on the methodology adopted for extracting the governing equations from the model.
Furthermore, in this chapter, an analysis of the hidden states of the PINCA model is conducted,
with a focus on examining the emergence of cellular clusters and the specialization of individual
cells.



Chapter 1

Literature Review

1.1 Turing Patterns

Turing patterns owe their name to the British mathematician Alan Turing, who introduced
the concept in his seminal paper The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis published in 1952 [7].
In his work, Turing proposed that biological patterns such as the spots and stripes on animal
coats could arise naturally from a homogeneous, isotropic state through a process of symmetry
breaking, driven by what came to be known as Turing instability.

Morphogenesis, the biological process that causes an organism to develop its shape, had
traditionally been viewed as a process guided by a pre-existing pattern or template. However, as
the observations and studies from developmental biology imply, embryos often begin in a state
of approximate or perfect spherical symmetry. Based on that, Turing argued that a system that
has spherical symmetry, and whose state is changing because of chemical reactions and diffusion,
will remain spherically symmetrical forever. However, this would not lead to the development of
complex organisms like a horse, which exhibit non-spherical symmetry.

Instead, he hypothesized that pattern formation is an emergent property of a system of react-
ing and diffusing chemicals – a system that can start from an entirely uniform state. According
to Turing, the symmetry within such systems is disrupted by necessary small deviations. These
deviations arise from inherent irregularities, stochastic fluctuations, or statistical fluctuations in
the biochemical reactions and molecular concentrations within the system.

As a mathematical model of this system, Turing introduced the reaction-diffusion equations.
These equations describe how the concentration of certain chemicals changes over time and space,
as they react with each other and diffuse through the organism’s tissue. Turing revealed that
under certain conditions, a stable, uniform solution to these equations can undergo instability,
giving rise to pattern formation, which is known as Turing instability.

A general reaction-diffusion equation for two variables u and v, representing the concentra-
tions of two chemical species, can be represented mathematically as a system of partial differential
equations (PDEs):

∂u

∂t
= Du∇2u + R(u, v)

∂v

∂t
= Dv∇2v + S(u, v)

(1.1)

where ∂u
∂t and ∂v

∂t represent the rate of change of the concentrations of u and v with respect
to time, depending on diffusion and chemical reactions. The diffusion terms Du∇2u and Dv∇2v
describe spatial diffusion, while the reaction terms R(u, v) and S(u, v) capture the interactions
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4 Literature Review

between u and v. Specifically, the diffusion coefficients Du and Dv control the spreading of con-
centrations, and the Laplacian operators ∇2u and ∇2v represent spatial diffusion. The reaction
terms R(u, v) and S(u, v) account for the effects of chemical reactions or interactions. They
encompass various aspects, such as reaction rates, reaction mechanisms, and the influence of one
chemical species on the other.

Sadly, the minimum number of chemicals required to generate Turing patterns is a topic of
ongoing research and can depend on the specific system and the desired pattern characteristics.
The work by Alan Turing suggested that at least two chemicals are necessary for the formation
of Turing patterns. In some cases, systems with only two chemicals can indeed produce a variety
of Turing patterns.

Gray-Scott Model
The Gray-Scott model is a classic example of a reaction-diffusion system that involves two in-
teracting chemicals u and v and can generate a wide range of Turing-like patterns [8]. The
Gray-Scott system models the chemical reaction U + 2V → 3V , where the chemical u is con-
sumed and v is synthesized. The regulation of the quantities of both chemicals and thus the
maintenance of the reaction is accomplished by introducing u at a specific feeding rate F , while
simultaneously extracting v at a rate denoted by the parameter k, which is referred to as the
killing rate. The removal of v is described as a separate chemical reaction, V → P , where P
symbolizes an inert by-product that does not participate in any further reactions and thus does
not contribute to the observations. The parameter k regulates the rate at which this secondary
reaction takes place.

Mathematically, the Gray-Scott model can be written as follows:

∂u

∂t
= Du∇2u− u · v2 + F · (1− u)

∂v

∂t
= Dv∇2v + u · v2 − (F + k) · v

(1.2)

Figure 1.1 illustrates various patterns generated through the Gray-Scott model, where Du is
set to 0.16 and Dv to 0.8, which corresponds to the Pearson’s parametrization. The initial con-
figurations of the system consisted of the entire grid filled with the first chemical u (represented
by white color), with some cells occupied by the second chemical v (represented by black color)
randomly placed. The randomness in the positioning of the inhibitor cells was introduced to
break the symmetry of the system. The images show the quantities of the chemical u only, as
the occurrence of v is inversely related to the occurrence of u.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.1 Patterns generated by the Gray-Scott model with Pearson’s parametrization after they
filled the whole simulation-frame, taken from [9]. (a) The Flower-pattern: F=0.055, k=0.062. (b)
The Mazes-pattern: F=0.029, k=0.057. (c) The Mitosis-pattern: F=0.028, k=0.062. (d) The Solitons-
pattern: F=0.03, k=0.06.
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Gierer-Meinhardt Model
In the realm of Turing Patterns, the exploration of pattern formation in biological systems has
been of utmost interest. A central question in biology is the development of complex multicellular
organisms from a single fertilized egg. The intriguing aspect is the emergence of cellular diver-
sity despite each cell possessing identical genetic information. This phenomenon is not solely
restricted to biological systems; it is also observed in inorganic systems, such as the formation of
large sand dunes and branching river systems, despite seemingly homogeneous initial conditions.

A common thing in these pattern-forming systems is the positive feedback mechanism that
increases deviations from homogeneity. For instance, an initial depression on a surface gathers
more water, which further deepens the depression due to erosion. Similarly, a slight elevation
in sand creates a wind shelter, leading to sand deposition behind it. However, for pattern
formation to occur, this self-enhancement must be accompanied by a longer-ranged inhibitory
effect, preventing unlimited growth. This can stem from inhibitory signaling that spreads from
the region or due to the consumption of essential materials from the surrounding areas for self-
enhancement [10].

In the early 1970s, Alfred Gierer and Hans Meinhardt, inspired by Alan Turing’s pioneering
work, formalized these observations into a molecular model for pattern formation. This model,
known as the Gierer-Meinhardt model [11], is also composed of two reaction-diffusion PDEs.
It characterizes the interaction between an activator substance, which has a short-range auto-
catalytic effect, and its antagonist, the inhibitor, which operates over a longer range.

The mathematical description of the Gierer-Meinhardt model can be represented by the
following equations:

∂a

∂t
= ρ · (a2

h
− µ · a) + Da∇2a

∂h

∂t
= ρ · (a2 − v · h) + Dh∇2h

(1.3)

Here, the chemicals a and h stand for the activator and the inhibitor respectively. The
parameters ρ, µ, and v have specific roles in the reaction kinetics of the model.

In the first equation, the term ∂a
∂t represents the rate of change of the activator’s concentration

over time. The reaction term ρ · ( a2

h − µ · a) represents the auto-catalytic production of the
activator and its decay. Specifically, the activator promotes its own production in a nonlinear
manner proportional to a2, and this production is inhibited by the inhibitor concentration h.
The decay rate of the activator is proportional to µ.

In the second equation, ∂h
∂t represents the rate of change of the inhibitor’s concentration over

time. The reaction term ρ ·(a2−v ·h) captures the production of the inhibitor, which is promoted
by the activator concentration squared a2 and decays proportional to v.

It is important to notice the role of the activator and inhibitor in this model. The activator
acts in an auto-catalytic manner - it reinforces its own production - but is regulated by the
inhibitor. Contrarily, the production of the inhibitor is promoted by the activator. This leads to
a balance between activation and inhibition, a key feature in the formation of patterns.

Figure 1.2 Activator and inhibitor in Gierer-Meinhardt model [10].

While the Gray-Scott model also involves the interaction between an activator and an in-
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(a) Concentration of activator - dots (b) Concentration of inhibitor - dots

(c) Concentration of activator - snakes (d) Concentration of inhibitor - snakes

Figure 1.3 Snapshots of the time evolution of the activator and inhibitor concentrations in the Gierer-
Meinhardt model are shown for two parameters presets, namely ”dots” and ”snakes”. In these visual
representations, the color red is indicative of the highest concentration, as per the reference color map
located on the right-hand side. The initial state for these simulations features a random distribution of
the activator. The specific parameters utilized for generating the ”dots” and ”snakes” patterns in the
Gierer-Meinhardt model can be explored through an interactive web-based simulation interface, from
which this figure was sourced [16].

hibitor, the key difference between these two models is that the Gray-Scott model does not
feature the auto-catalytic reinforcement of the activator as seen in the Gierer-Meinhardt model.
Instead, the Gray-Scott model has a reaction term where the activator is consumed to produce
the inhibitor.

Applications of the Gierer-Meinhardt model include explanations for natural patterns such
as pigmentation in animal coats, distribution of hairs or bristles, and the arrangement of leaves
or floral organs in plants. It has been an essential tool in developmental biology to understand
how simple interactions at the cellular level can lead to complex structures at the organism level
[12, 13, 14, 15].

Equations Behind Nature
While models like Gray-Scott and Gierer-Meinhardt provide a theoretical framework for pat-
tern formation, adapting these models to accurately represent real-life biological processes is a
challenging task. Moreover, these models are simplifications and represent idealized versions of
reaction-diffusion systems. In real biological processes, the mechanisms are often more complex,
involving lots of interacting species, feedback loops, and spatial structures; different organisms
or tissues within the same organism may exhibit vastly different patterns. Additionally, even
slight variations in genetic structure or environmental conditions can result in substantially dif-
ferent outcomes. This diversity makes it difficult to find a one-size-fits-all governing equation for
biological pattern formation.

Another problem is data acquisition. While collecting precise data is essential for constructing
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and validating mathematical models, obtaining detailed quantitative data at the cellular or
molecular level is often challenging due to limitations in experimental techniques. Moreover,
ethical considerations can limit the types of experiments that are feasible, particularly in higher
organisms.

Subsequently, when the suitable mathematical model for the underlying process is formulated,
we still need to estimate the parameters of the governing equations, such as reaction rates and
diffusion coefficients. This is also a challenging job, as biological systems often exhibit high
sensitivity to these parameters and a slight change in any of them can lead to a dramatically
different behavior.

Despite these challenges in finding the governing equations in real-life biological processes,
there has recently been a remarkable success in understanding complex biological systems. For
instance, reaction-diffusion models were developed to understand the processes such as the for-
mation of pigmentation patterns in zebrafish [17], the development of limbs in vertebrates [18],
the generation of fur patterns in mammals [12], the creation of coat patterns in marine angelfish
[19], or to understand how cells achieve polarity and how this polarity influences morphogenesis,
particularly in the context of the development of complex structures in plants and animals [20].
These works are just the tip of the iceberg. For a more comprehensive exploration of examples
and insights into the subject, the classical textbook ”Mathematical Biology” by Murray [13]
serves as an invaluable resource.

Modeling Leopard Patterns
In [21], Liu et al. successfully constructed a reaction-diffusion model for the leopard and jaguar
patterns formation. As this paper has influenced the research conducted in this thesis, we outline
its contents.

The authors used a simplified reaction-diffusion model inspired by Barrio et al. [22], which
they fundamentally altered such that it reaches the steady state, a state where the concentrations
of the substances involved no longer change with time when the concentrations of both substances
are at zero. This implies that the variables should be interpreted as deviations from a steady
state rather than as actual concentrations. The model incorporates basic nonlinear interaction
terms, specifically quadratic and cubic interactions between two morphogens, u and v. The
governing equations are:

∂u

∂t
= Dδ∇2u + αu + v − r2uv − αr3uv2

∂v

∂t
= δ∇2v + γu + βv + r2uv + αr3uv2

(1.4)

where D denotes the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of the activator u to that of the inhibitor
v, and δ represents a scaling variable that can be interpreted either as the relative strength of
the diffusion compared to the interaction terms or as a quantification of the length scale in the
problem. Next, there are two interaction parameters, r2 and r3, corresponding to a cubic and
a quadratic term, respectively, and parameters α, γ and β. The zero flux boundary conditions,
which in the case of a square domain means that the concentrations of both substances are zero
at each boundary, are imposed on the system.

The authors focused on three distinct stages of leopard coat patterns, which were classified
according to the different growth phases. These stages, illustrated in Figure 1.4, include the spot
pattern observed at 2 days old, the ring pattern at 8 weeks, and the rosette pattern in adulthood.

At first, they determined the values for the parameters of the model in order to generate
the first stage of the leopard pattern. The initial values of u and v at each point were assigned
randomly between 0 and 1. The corresponding parameters are as follows:

D = 0.45, δ = 6, α = 0.899, γ = −α, β = −0.91, r2 = 2, r3 = 3.5.
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Photographs

2 days 8 weeks Adult

Model

Figure 1.4 The comparison between the patterns on real leopards and those generated by the reaction-
diffusion models proposed in [21].

Next, through a trial-and-error approach, the parameters were iteratively fine-tuned to enable
the model to evolve from the distribution initially yielded by the model to produce the second
and third stages. Namely, they increased r2 from 2 to 7 to obtain the second stage patterns, and
then decreased δ from 6 to 3.8 to obtain the third stage, which was then stabilized by decreasing
D from 0.45 to 0.15. The produced results are depicted in Figure 1.4.

The authors conclude that the ability of a Turing reaction-diffusion model to exhibit a tem-
poral sequence of spatial patterning was exhibited, while being consistent with some examples
in nature. This adds additional credence to the involvement of morphogens in developmental
biology, though it does not serve as definitive proof.
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1.2 Classical Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) is a model that is extensively used in various disciplines and has strong
ties with Turing patterns and reaction-diffusion systems. A cellular automaton is a dynamic
system that evolves over time. It consists of a regular grid of cells of an arbitrary dimension,
where each cell can be in one of a finite number of states. The evolution of the system is
determined by the synchronous application of some local predefined rules that update the state
of each cell based on the cell’s current state and the states of its immediate neighbors.

Mathematically, the state of a cell at position x at the next time step t + 1, denoted as
st+1(x), is determined by a transition function F , which takes as its inputs the states of a set
of neighboring cells around x, denoted as st(x0), st(x1), . . . , st(xk−1), at the current time step t.
The evolution of a cell’s state is described by:

st+1(x) = F (st(x0), st(x1), ..., st(xk−1)). (1.5)

Here, the transition function F represents the local predefined set of rules. The idea that
the same state transition function and the same neighborhood apply uniformly to all spatial
locations is the most characteristic assumption of CA [23].

In the context of the reaction-diffusion equations, CA can be utilized to approximate these
continuous systems. Reaction-diffusion equations usually describe the change in concentrations
of one or more chemical substances over time as they react with each other and diffuse through
space. These equations are continuous in both time and space. However, by discretizing space
into a grid of cells and considering the time in discrete steps, one can adapt CA to model
reaction-diffusion systems. In this scenario, the state of each cell represents the concentration of
the substances, and the transition function F mimics both the reaction and diffusion processes.
The neighborhood is defined in a way to account for the diffusion process, where substances
move from regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration.

Development and Milestones
The invention of cellular automata can be credited to more prominent researchers of that time,
but mainly to John von Neumann and Stanislaw Ulam. In [24], Neumann solved the question
of whether a machine can autonomously self-reproduce itself by proposing a cellular automaton
with 2×105 initial configuration that would, given an initial pattern, make infinitely many copies
of that pattern. Another important contribution to the use of CA was made by Konrad Zuse in
1969, who, in his book [25], introduced and laid the foundation of the Digital physics hypothesis.
According to the theory, the universe could be the result of computation by a discrete computing
system, such as cellular automata. The hypothesis challenges the traditional belief that certain
laws of physics are inherently continuous.

Perhaps the most famous finding in the study of cellular automata is John Conway’s Game
of Life [26] automaton, which was created in 1970. The Game of Life consists of an infinite
two-dimensional grid with the following rules:

Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as if by underpopulation.

Any live cell with two or three live neighbors lives on to the next generation.

Any live cell with more than three live neighbors dies, as if by overpopulation.

Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbors becomes a live cell, as if by reproduction.

These simple rules lead to surprisingly fascinating patterns and behaviors. Some patterns
are stable and remain unchanged, while others oscillate or move across the grid. Certain con-
figurations even generate self-replicating structures or ”glider” patterns that traverse the grid
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indefinitely. An example of the Game of Life cellular automaton that, given the correct initial
configuration, creates an interesting pulsating pattern can be seen in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 The run of the Game of Life cellular automaton starts in an initial configuration which
creates an interesting pulsating pattern also known as Pulsar found by John Conway [27]. The initial
configuration is positioned in the upper left corner, while the following iterations are displayed sequen-
tially from left to right. Notably, on the 82nd iteration, the system returns to a state identical to that
observed three iterations earlier, indicating an ongoing repetition of the subsequent three iterations that
together form the Pulsar pattern. The figure was created by the author of this thesis, who discovered
the corresponding initial configuration in [27].

In the 1980s, Wolfram proposed a conjecture stating that a one-dimensional cellular automa-
ton called Rule 110 is Turing-complete. This conjecture was later proven by Cook in 2004,
confirming that Rule 110 indeed possesses the computational power of a Turing machine [28].
Similarly, the Game of Life was also shown to be Turing-complete in 2002, thanks to the efforts
of Rendell et al [29]. Eventually, these proofs showed the potential of CA and paved the way for
their further investigation.

Applications
Cellular automata have had a considerable impact on a variety of areas, including physics, biology,
chemistry, social sciences, and urban planning, among others.

In the field of biology, as previously mentioned, CA played a significant role in the development
of Turing Patterns. Alan Turing’s paper [7], and the Meinhardt and Gierer model [11] were
instrumental in laying the foundation for how reaction-diffusion systems, often modeled using
CA, can explain pattern formation in biological systems.

Furthermore, [30] investigated various biologically motivated CA arising in excitable and os-
cillatory media, developmental biology, neurobiology, and population biology. Cellular automata
have also been used to model mammalian hair growth [31], simulate an immune system [32], and
model the spread of infectious diseases [33].

In the realm of chemistry, reaction-diffusion systems modeled by CA have been used to
study chemical reactions and the diffusion processes [34]. For instance, in [35], reaction-diffusion
computing is explored as a substrate for unconventional computing, using chemical waves and
their interactions.
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In [36], the possibility of application CA to simulate physics was investigated, with a conclu-
sion that cellular automata are capable of various levels of physics simulation and that CA, even
though having no structural resemblance with any physical system, exhibits features that are un-
questionably physical. The potential of CA in modeling complex systems like reaction-diffusion
systems, pattern formation phenomena, fluid flows, fracture processes, and road traffic models
was examined thoroughly in the paper of [37]. Another extensive work discussed in [38] tries to
establish an alternative to classical realistic fully continuous molecular dynamics by employing
cellular automata. Additionally, the Lattice Boltzmann method, which is a popular CA-based
approach, has been extensively used for simulating fluid dynamics [39].

Urban planning is another area where CA have found application. In particular, CA models
have been used to simulate urban growth and to predict land-use changes [40].

In the social sciences, CA can model and simulate complex social systems. Schelling’s seg-
regation model is an example of how simple local interactions in a CA can lead to emergent
behavior resembling societal segregation [41].

In computer science, the concept of CA has proven to be of fundamental importance. For
instance, Stephen Wolfram’s work [42] and the discovery of Rule 110 [28], which is Turing com-
plete, show that CA can perform computations of arbitrary complexity. Moreover, CA have
been used in various engineering disciplines including architecture [42] for pattern generation
and structural design, and logistics [43] for optimizing transportation networks. Lastly, cellular
automata were also used to model mammalian hair growth [31] and simulate an immune system
[32].
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1.3 Neural Cellular Automata
Despite the effectiveness of classical cellular automata in modeling certain systems, they suffer
when it comes to capturing dynamic and adaptive behaviors. Classical CA typically rely on fixed
rules that do not change over time or adapt to the environment. This makes them less suitable
for modeling systems with evolving dynamics or systems that require learning and adaptation.
Additionally, classical cellular automata may struggle to capture the complex interactions and
feedback loops present in many real-world systems.

A prominent issue of classical CA that limits their use is that they often require manual
tuning of parameters in order to achieve desired behaviors or patterns. These parameters include
the initial configuration, the rules governing the state transitions, and other factors such as
the grid size or neighborhood structure. Mathematicians and researchers often need to invest
significant effort in fine-tuning these parameters to obtain the desired emergent behavior from
the automaton. This process can be time-consuming and challenging, particularly when dealing
with complex systems or trying to capture specific dynamic or adaptive behaviors.

The answer to these drawbacks is the Neural Cellular Automata (NCA). Like CA, NCA also
operate on a grid of cells by applying some local rules. However, in NCA, the cells’ states are
influenced not only by their immediate neighbors but also by the activation patterns of their
neural networks. These neural networks receive inputs from neighboring cells and use them
to update the cell’s state. The neural networks can learn and adapt based on the patterns
they observe in the local environment. The complexity as well as the learning method of the
underlying neural network can, of course, vary, based on the specific requirements, but perhaps
the most feasible way to train NCA has recently been through backpropagation [44]. The usual
procedure involves iterating the system for a fixed number of time steps, computing the loss
function between the evolved final state and the target output, and using the computed loss to
update the weights of the neural network. This process is repeated iteratively until convergence,
refining the neural networks’ weights to gradually align the NCA’s final state with the desired
final state. Additionally, a cell state is typically a vector of real numbers in NCA.

Interestingly, the concept of having the transition function of CA learned by neural networks
is not new. The first realization of this idea was done in 1992 by Wulff and Hertz [45]. However,
recent advancements in hardware capabilities, particularly highly-parallelizable differentiable op-
erations implemented on GPUs, have enabled the utilization of deep learning techniques in NCA.
This has demonstrated that NCA can be effectively tuned to learn remarkably complex desired
behaviors. Furthermore, one can easily see another immediate benefit of NCA in contrast to tra-
ditional CA - an experimenter is only required to define the initial configuration, the number of
time steps, and the desired final state, as opposed to providing a full set of rules as in traditional
CA. While it is true that the hyperparameters of neural networks often require manual configu-
ration by the experimenter, optimizing these hyperparameters is generally much less challenging
compared to finding the parameters for rules in cellular automata.

Mathematical Definition
According to the notation used in the classical CA, the state of a cell at position x at the next
time step t + 1, denoted as st+1(x), is determined by a transition function FNCA, which takes as
its inputs the states of a set of neighboring cells around x, denoted as st(x0), st(x1), . . . , st(xk−1),
at the current time step t, as well as the weights W of the neural network. The evolution of a
cell’s state in NCA is described in the following way:

st+1(x) = FNCA(st(x0), st(x1), . . . , st(xk−1), W ). (1.6)

For a simple feedforward neural network with one hidden layer within the NCA, this can be
further expanded as:
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h = σ(W1 · [st(x0), st(x1), . . . , st(xk−1)] + b1)
st+1(x) = σ(W2 · h + b2)

(1.7)

where σ is the activation function (e.g., ReLU, sigmoid), W1, b1 and W2, b2 are the weight
matrices and the bias vectors, respectively, of the neural network, and h is the hidden state.

During training, a loss function L is defined to measure the discrepancy between the evolved
final state and the target output.

L = Loss(sT (x), starget(x)) (1.8)

where T is the final time step and starget(x) is the target state for cell at position x. The
weights of the neural network are updated to minimize this loss, typically by using the back-
propagation algorithm.

W ←W − α∇W L (1.9)

where α is the learning rate and ∇W L is the gradient of the loss with respect to the weights.
This process is repeated until the NCA’s behavior converges to the desired outcome.

From the perspective of classical CA, NCA can be seen as an extension of cellular automata
that leverages the capabilities of neural networks, which are known to be universal function
approximators [46], to construct the transition function F .

Growing NCA
The crucial paper that has recently awakened the interest in NCA was done by Mordvintsev
et al. [2]. In their highly comprehensible interactive paper, they trained several NCA models
that simulate morphogenesis, which is the biological process by which an organism develops its
shape, structure, and form. Specifically, multiple images of different emojis like lizards, smiley
faces, fish, etc. were grown from a single pixel cell seed to their final form by NCA. The image,
displayed in Figure 1.6, provides an explanation of how the model works, while Figure 1.7 shows
the step-by-step iteration of the model. There were also presented experiments that aimed not
only to grow the desired pattern from a single cell, but also to persist in the final state after the
number of training steps is exceeded by the system, or even regenerate the desired final state
when parts of it are spoiled. The promising results brought by this paper opened the door for
an investigation of NCA in the field of developmental biology and artificial life.

Figure 1.6 The description of the model proposed in the pioneering work on NCA [2].
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Figure 1.7 The results produced by the growing neural cellular automaton constructed in [2], which
was trained to develop a lizard from a single cell seed.

In the following discussion, it will be delved into the details of the growing NCA architecture
introduced in [2], as it serves as the foundation for the model proposed in this thesis.

Cell State
The growing NCA model employs a 2D grid with each cell represented as a 16-dimensional vector.
The first three dimensions represent the RGB color, and the fourth dimension is the alpha (α)
channel, which has a special meaning. It specifies which cells are considered to be a part of
the growing pattern (”alive”) and which ones are not (”dead”). A cell is considered alive if it
has at least one neighbor in its immediate 3x3 neighborhood with α > 0.1. The other cells are
considered empty (or ”dead”) and their state vector is set to 0 at every time step. The authors
label the cells with α > 0.1 as ”mature”, and their neighbors with α ≤ 0.1 as ”growing”. The
remaining dimensions are hidden channels, which can represent various signals, such as chemical
concentrations. Figure 1.8 illustrates the cell states.

Figure 1.8 The cell states of the growing NCA.

Cellular Automaton rule
To update the cells, a differentiable update rule is used. This allows the use of gradient-based
numerical optimization for modifying cell states. The differentiable update rule is essentially a
combination of convolution operations and non-linear functions. The update rule is applied in
four phases:

Perception: Each cell perceives its environment through a 3x3 convolution with a set of
three fixed (non-learnable) kernels. The Sobel filters for both x and y directions are used
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together with the identity filter. This step produces gradients for each cell state channel and
concatenates them into a 48-dimensional perception vector for each cell.

Update Rule: The update rule is executed by first passing the perception vector through
a dense layer with 128 units. Following this, a ReLU activation function is applied, and
then another dense layer reduces the dimensions back to 16. This update rule outputs an
incremental update to the cell’s state.

Stochastic Cell Update: Classical CA models update all cells simultaneously, which re-
quires global synchronization. This model adopts a more organic approach by updating each
cell independently at random intervals. Specifically, it is achieved through the fire rate pa-
rameter, which represents the probability of a cell’s state being updated. With a fire rate set
to 0.5, there is a 50% chance that the incremental update will be applied to a cell’s current
state.

Living Cell Masking: Cells with no living neighbors (based on the alpha channel) are set
to empty by zeroing out all their channels.

Learning to Grow Experiment
In the ”Learning to Grow” experiment, the authors train the NCA model to achieve a target
image through a series of updates. Initially, the grid is filled with zeros, except for a single seed
cell in the center.

The update rule is iteratively applied for a randomly chosen number of steps within the range
of 64 to 96. This randomization aims to ensure that the pattern remains stable across multiple
iterations. After the final step, a pixel-wise L2 loss is computed between the RGBA channels
in the grid and the target pattern. This loss is then optimized with respect to the update rule
parameters through backpropagation, similar to training recurrent neural networks.

One of the resulting simulations of this experiment can be seen in Figure 1.7.

Recent Publications
In [47], NCA are used in the self-classifying task on the MNIST dataset. The goal of the task,
which is described in Figure 1.9, is to develop a communication protocol among the cells so
that, after a series of iterations of communication, all cells can correctly identify the digit they
are collectively forming. The task also explores whether the agents can adapt to changes in the
digit formation, such as adding or removing agents to create a new digit. They also adapted
their model for writing and erasing, which showed surprising robustness to certain ranges of digit
stretching and brush widths. Moreover, a hypothesis that self-organizing models with constrained
capacity may be inherently robust and have good generalization properties was proposed. The
research serves as a proof-of-concept for how simple self-organizing systems such as CA can be
used for classification when trained end-to-end through backpropagation.

The authors of the growing NCA paper also delved into the exploration of the adversarial
attack on NCA [48]. Their goal was to have some adversarial cells that would change the
global configuration and behavior of all the cells. In the case of growing NCA, they trained
two adversarial NCAs: one that aims to turn the lizard into a tailless lizard, and the other one
trying to make the lizard red. Besides that, they also used the self-classifying MNIST NCA,
mentioned above. In the case of the MNIST NCA, the goal of the trained adversarial NCA was
to highjack the collective’s classification consensus to always classify an eight. The results suggest
that by introducing adversarial cellular automata into a pretrained self-classifying MNIST CA, a
cell system that heavily relies on information exchange is highly susceptible to manipulation by
deceptive signals. The authors also state that this scenario mirrors the challenges encountered
by biological systems, where parasites and other competitive agents in the biosphere can hijack
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physiological or behavioral mechanisms. On the other hand, the adversarial injection attack was
much less effective against the growing CA and resulted in overall unstable CA.

Figure 1.9 The description of the self-clasifying MNIST NCA [47].

Another interesting paper of Sinapayen [49] examined self-replication, spontaneous mutations,
and exponential genetic drift in NCA. The study revealed that NCA patterns can exhibit self-
replication accompanied by spontaneous, inheritable mutations and exponential genetic drift.
Surprisingly, even deterministic NCAs displayed a divergence between descendant patterns and
ancestral patterns over time, suggesting the emergence of evolutionary dynamics. The paper
highlights the unique capabilities of NCA, expanding the potential for open-ended evolution and
providing insights into the interplay between replication, mutation, and genetic drift in complex
systems. The detailed description of the self-replication experiment can be seen in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10 The simple self-replication experiment done in [49] on the bacteria emoji. After 96 steps,
when the new bacteria is fully evolved, one is taken randomly to the next generation and the same
process is repeated. The author highlights the visual difference between successive generations G5 that
seem to have 2 nuclei (yellow central patch).

In the study on self-organizing textures by Niklasson et al. [50], where the task is to gener-
ate new images that express perceptual similarity to a provided texture sample, an intriguing
approach was introduced. The research demonstrated how NCAs can be trained to generate
and sustain various synthesized textures. Rather than computing the loss as a per-pixel mean
squared error (MSE) between the NCA’s final state and the reference output, the researchers
employed the VGG-16 network, a well-known deep convolutional network for image recognition,
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to assess the similarity between the generated image and the reference image and to provide
the required gradients. The findings propose that this approach led to the creation of NCAs
capable of producing intricate and captivating textures and that by enforcing local interactions,
the NCAs were encouraged to discover algorithms that could generate such patterns, prioritizing
high-level consistency and robustness.

The potential of NCA in reinforcement learning (RL) tasks was shown in the work of Variengien
et al. [51], where the simple RL cart-pole problem was successfully solved by NCA. The authors
used Deep-Q learning [52], where the states of the output cells were used as the q-value estimates
to be optimized.

Najarro et al. [53] introduce HyperNCA, which is NCA acting as hypernetwork, capable of
producing policy networks with a larger number of parameters. They demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of HyperNCA in solving modern reinforcement learning tasks, such as discrete action
environments and quadrupedal robot locomotion. Although the results did not reach SotA in any
RL benchmark, it brings a novel and promising approach to growing neural networks through
local self-organizing processes.

In [54], a Vision Transformer Cellular Automata (ViTCA) is introduced, which combines the
idea of Vision Transformer (ViT) [55] with the NCA framework, resulting in attention-based
NCA for the denoising autoencoding. The localized self-attention in ViTCA exhibits global
self-organization, enabling per-pixel dense processing while avoiding the quadratic complexity of
explicit global self-attention. ViTCA architectures outperform other baselines, including U-Net
[56], the U-Net-based CA (UNetCA) model, which the authors implemented, and ViT, across
multiple denoising autoencoding benchmarks.

The utilization of NCA in the field of generative models was done in the work of [57] Palm et
al., who came up with a generative model inspired by the biological processes of cellular growth
and differentiation called Variational Neural Cellular Automata (VNCA). The VNCA combines
NCA with the principles of the probabilistic generative model Variational Auto-Encoder [58].
Although not reaching state-of-the-art performance, the VNCA demonstrates the capability to
learn a self-organizing generative model of data. Additionally, the model exhibits the ability
to learn a distribution of stable attractors of data, which allows for recovery from damage or
perturbations.

In the paper of Sandler et al. [59], a novel approach for solving real-world segmentation
problems using cellular automata is proposed. They design and train a cellular automaton that
can effectively segment high-resolution images. The automaton consists of a colony of cells
densely inhabiting the pixel grid, with each cell governed by a randomized update rule based on
the current state, color, and the state of its 3×3 neighborhood. The space of possible update rules
is defined by a small neural network. The update rule is applied in parallel to a large random
subset of cells, and after convergence, segmentation masks are generated and back-propagated to
learn the optimal update rules using gradient descent. The experiments demonstrate that these
models can be efficiently learned with short trajectory lengths and exhibit an impressive ability
to produce globally consistent segmentations using only local information exchange. The authors
highlight the advantages of cellular automata, such as incremental computation, suitability for
continuously changing data like videos, and compact model size. They also discuss the potential
for further advancements in cellular automata as a framework for solving complex tasks with
simple independent agents.

The power of NCA
As NCA directly comes from the classical CA that were proven, in certain cases, to be Turing-
complete, it is natural to ask how they can be classified within the realm of computational models.
As mentioned in [54], NCA is fundamentally not a “very large” convolutional neural network, as
might be suggested from [60], where the author claims that arbitrary CA may be analytically
represented by convolutional perceptrons with finite layers and units - in fact, the convolutional
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neural network (CNN) was used to predict the next state at t + 1, given the current state at
time t, which introduces recurrence. Thus, NCA should rather be viewed as a type of recurrent
neural network (RNN), also because both NCA and RNN induce a directed cyclic computation
graph, while CNN produce a directed acyclic computation graph. Moreover, RNN were, like CA,
shown to be Turing-complete [61].

In terms of computational efficiency, NCA offers advantages over traditional neural networks.
Since the update of each cell in NCA is performed in parallel without requiring global synchro-
nization, it can be implemented efficiently on parallel architectures, such as GPUs or distributed
computing systems. This parallelism allows NCA to process large-scale data and perform real-
time simulations, making it suitable for applications requiring high computational capacity.

As mentioned in [53], the main motivation behind using NCA to grow a neural network in
the HyperNCA architecture is the presumably shared characteristic of both the developmental
process of biological systems and NCA, which is the computational irreducibility. Computational
irreducibility refers to the idea that certain complex systems cannot be efficiently simulated or
predicted without actually running them. The definition of computational irreducibility used in
[62] states that a system is computationally irreducible if in order to determine a system’s state
after n steps, one must evolve the system for n steps according to its dynamical equation. In
other words, there is no analytical formula available that can directly provide the system’s state
at any given step without actually evolving the system through those steps.

As an example of the computational irreducible biological system, one might consider the
embryogenesis of a fertilized egg, which is during its development transformed into a fully devel-
oped organism. During this process, the egg is influenced by numerous factors such as genetic
information, biochemical signals, and environmental interactions. Thus it is impossible to pre-
dict the exact structure and morphology of an organism at a particular stage of its development.
It is conjectured that the developmental process of biological systems is computationally irre-
ducible [42]. Moreover, as implied by many papers mentioned above, the NCA is able to exhibit
computational irreducibility as well.
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1.4 Physics-Informed Machine Learning
Physics-Informed Machine Learning (PIML) represents a fusion of empirical data and prior
physical knowledge to improve performance in tasks that are governed by physical or biological
mechanisms. Integrating physical knowledge into machine learning models can uplift their learn-
ing process, reduce the required amount of training data, improve generalization, and enhance
interpretability [63]. As an example, consider training a neural network to predict the motion of
a pendulum. Without physical priors, the network may fit the training data well but fail to gen-
eralize to different initial conditions. By incorporating the conservation of energy as a physical
constraint, the neural network is encouraged to learn the underlying physical dynamics, improv-
ing generalization. For a more comprehensive understanding of this topic, it is recommended
that interested readers refer to the extensive survey conducted by Hao et al. [63].

Prior physical knowledge encompasses the fundamental laws and principles of physics that
dictate the behavior of the physical world. Such knowledge can vary in strength, from potent
inductive biases like PDEs, to weaker constraints based on symmetries and intuitive physical
concepts. The survey on Physics-Informed Machine Learning conducted by Hao et al. [63]
presents the following strategies to incorporate prior physical knowledge into ML models:

Data: The dataset can be augmented using physical priors, such as symmetries in our data.
One example of incorporating symmetry in a data strategy is by augmenting a dataset of
images with rotational symmetry. This can be done by adding rotated versions of the images
to the dataset, which helps improve the model’s training by including variations that align
with the underlying symmetries present in the objects.

Model: Physical priors can be embedded within the model design, such as network archi-
tecture. This is achieved by introducing inductive biases guided by physical priors to narrow
down the range of possible models or solutions. For example, in the case of a fluid dynamics
problem, it might be beneficial to inherently respect the conservation of mass and momentum,
which can be done by designing a network architecture that processes inputs and outputs in
a way that the sum of mass or momentum remains constant.

Objective: The loss functions or regularization terms can be modified using physical priors
like PDEs. For example, convolutional kernels can be used as differential operators with
known priors, and a loss can be imposed on these kernels to enforce the desired physical
behavior.

Optimizer: Optimization methods can be modified to be more stable or to converge faster
by incorporating physical priors.

Inference: Physical constraints can be enforced by modifying inference algorithms. For
example, in the case of a ML model that predicts the temperature distribution in a system
based on input data, we know that the temperature should always be non-negative, as negative
temperatures are physically impossible. Thus, one can modify the post-processing function
to enforce this physical constraint during inference.

Physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) [64] are a type of a ML model that utilizes physical
knowledge through the objective. The training of PINNs is enhanced by incorporating the
governing equations directly into the loss function, which allows the learning of the underlying
physics from data and enables to solve forward and inverse problems of PDEs. Here, the forward
PDE problem refers to finding a data-driven solution of a PDE, while the objective of the inverse
PDE problem is to discover the unknown parameters of a PDE based on the observed data.
PINNs utilize the neural networks to satisfy the following physical constraint:

L(u(x, t), θ) = g
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where u(x, t) represents the output of the neural network, where x and t are the spatial and
time variables, θ denotes the parameters of the neural network, L is an operator that represents
the physics of the problem, and g represents the known information or constraints from the
physical laws, which could include boundary conditions, initial conditions, conservation laws, or
other physical properties.

The range of applications for PINNs is extensive. For instance, in solving forward PDE
problems, PINNs have been effectively utilized in tackling the Navier-Stokes equations that
characterize the motion of viscous fluids [65]. Additionally, they have been applied to solve
elasticity equations, which govern the behavior of deformable solid materials [66]. In the context
of inverse PDE problems, PINNs have been used for determining unknown parameters in PDEs
using observed data [67]. Moreover, a more generalized model has been developed which is
capable of learning the PDE directly from data [6].

Inverse PDE Problem
Identifying the governing equations of physical systems is crucial for understanding and predicting
their behavior. Sometimes these equations are not known or are too complex to be derived from
first principles. In such cases, extracting equations from experimental or simulation data becomes
a valuable approach.

Besides PINNs, a method to extract governing equations directly from data represents the
Sparse Identification of Nonlinear Dynamics (SINDy) algorithm [3], which works by formulating
the problem as a sparse regression task. The main idea behind SINDy is to identify a sparse set
of nonlinear terms that best explain the dynamics of the system. The limitation of this approach
is its fundamental reliance on an effective coordinate system in which the dynamics have a simple
representation. To address this drawback, a novel method employing a custom deep autoencoder
network was recently developed [68]. This method identifies a coordinate transformation leading
to a sparse representation of dynamics while simultaneously learning the governing equations
and their associated coordinate system.

Another method that for solving the inverse PDE problem from a given set of data is sym-
bolic regression [4]. The process of symbolic regression involves searching through a space of
mathematical expressions to find the one that optimally describes the data. Unlike traditional
linear and nonlinear regression methods that fit parameters to an equation of a given form, sym-
bolic regression searches both the parameters and the form of equations simultaneously. This
process automatically forms mathematical equations that are amenable to human interpreta-
tion and help explicate observed phenomena [69]. Symbolic regression algorithms typically use
a population-based search strategy, inspired by evolutionary computation techniques such as
genetic programming.

Both SINDy and symbolic regression are powerful tools for discovering mathematical models
from data. SINDy is especially effective for identifying sparse dynamical systems, where the
underlying dynamics can be represented by a small number of governing equations. On the other
hand, symbolic regression offers a more general approach but can be computationally expensive.
In comparison, PINNs combine the strengths of both SINDy and symbolic regression while
addressing some of their limitations. They excel at capturing complex and nonlinear systems
while providing accurate predictions. However, PINNs can be computationally demanding for
large-scale problems and require a lot of training data for good generalization.

Recently, a paper presenting PDE-Net [5], a unique approach combining deep neural networks
with the learning of differential operators as convolutional kernels (filters) and the approximation
of unknown nonlinear relationships, was introduced. In contrast, the advantage of this novel
method is that it does not require any prior knowledge about the differential operators in the
underlying PDE, except for their maximum possible order. The way how differential operators
are learned in PDE-Net will be discussed in the following section, as it is closely related to the
main work conducted in this thesis.
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Learning Differential Operators
In many cases of searching for the governing equation of a physical process, the specific form
of its differential operators is often unknown. Thus, the approach of learning the differential
operators directly from data can be highly promising. In [5] and [6], the learnable filters are
properly constrained so that their correspondence to differential operators can be easily identified.
This approximation can be seen as a discrete approximation of the derivatives, similar to the
finite difference method [70]. The theory behind constraining the filters to produce differential
operators is based on two papers [71, 72], where the authors discussed the connection between
the order of sum rules of filters and the orders of differential operators. In the following text,
the definitions and concepts presented in [5] and [6] will be reproduced to provide the necessary
theoretical foundation that the work conducted in this thesis is based on.

The definition of convolution that is used follows the convention of deep learning and is
defined followingly:

(f ⃝∗ q)[l1, l2] :=
∑

k1,k2

q[k1, k2]f [l1 + k1, l2 + k2]

Further, the concept of the order of sum rules, which is closely related to the order of vanishing
moments in wavelet theory [73, 74], is defined:
▶ Definition 1.1 (Order of Sum Rules). For a filter q, we say q to have sum rules of order
α = (α1, α2), where α ∈ Z2

+, provided that∑
k∈Z2

kβq[k] = 0 (1.10)

for all β = (β1, β2) ∈ Z2
+ with |β| := β1 + β2 < |α| and for all β ∈ Z2

+ with |β| = |α| but β ̸= α.
If 1.10 holds for all β ∈ Z2

+ with |β| < K except for β ̸= β̄ with certain β̄ ∈ Z2
+ and |β̄| = J < K,

then we say q to have total sum rules of order K \ {J + 1}.
The proposition presented in [71] establishes a connection between the orders of sum rules

and the orders of differential operators.
▶ Proposition 1.2. Let q be a filter with sum rules of order α ∈ Z2

+. Then for a smooth
function F (x) on R2, we have

1
ε|α|

∑
k∈Z2

q[k]F (x + εk) = Cα
∂α

∂xα
F (x) + O(ε), as ε→ 0. (1.11)

If, in addition, q has total sum rules of order K \ {|α|+ 1} for some K > |α|, then
1

ε|α|

∑
k∈Z2

q[k]F (x + εk) = Cα
∂α

∂xα
F (x) + O(εK−|α|), as ε→ 0. (1.12)

Proposition 1.2 suggests that a differential operator of order α can be approximated through
the convolution of a filter that possesses sum rules of order α. Moreover, as indicated by equation
1.12, a more accurate approximation of a particular differential operator can be achieved if the
filter being used has an order of total sum rules where K > |α|+ k, with k ≥ 1.
▶ Example 1.3. Considering filter

q =

1 0 −1
2 0 −2
1 0 −1

 ,

it has a sum rules of order (1, 0), and total sum rules of order 3 \ {2}. Thus, up to a constant
and a proper scaling, q corresponds to a discretization of ∂

∂x with second-order accuracy.
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The moment matrix is used to approximate differential operators with prescribed orders of
accuracy.

▶ Definition 1.4 (Moment matrix). For a filter q of size N × N , the moment matrix of q,
denoted by M(q), is defined as an N ×N matrix with entries mi,j, where each entry is given by

mi,j = 1
i!j!

N−1
2∑

k1,k2=− N−1
2

ki
1kj

2q[k1, k2], (1.13)

for i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

In what follows, mi,j refers to the elements of the moment matrix of a filter q as previously
defined. For any smooth function f : R2 → R, convolution is applied on its sampled version with
respect to the filter q. The following formula can be derived from the Taylor’s expansion:

N−1
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1kj
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)

=
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i,j=0

mi,jδxiδyj · ∂i+jf

∂xi∂yj

∣∣∣∣
(x,y)

+ o
(
|δx|N−1 + |δy|N−1

)
.

(1.14)

The implications from Equation 1.14 is that the filter q could be designed to approximate
any differential operator with the prescribed order of accuracy by imposing constraints on M(q).

▶ Example 1.5. For approximation of ∂u
∂x by convolution q⃝∗ u where q is a 3 × 3 filter, the

following constraints on M(q) can be considered:0 0 ⋆
1 ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆

 or

0 0 0
1 0 ⋆
0 ⋆ ⋆

 (1.15)

Here, ⋆ means no constraint on the corresponding entry. The constraints described by the
moment matrix on the left of 1.15 guarantee the approximation accuracy is at least first order,
and the one on the right guarantees an approximation of at least second order. In particular,
when all entries of M(q) are constrained, e.g.

M(q) =

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 ,

the corresponding filter can be uniquely determined. The work presented in this thesis follows
the approach of PDE-Net and PDE-Net 2.0, where all filters are learned with partial constraints
on their associated moment matrices to ensure at least second-order accuracy.
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Current Work

2.1 Challenges and Structure
The development of the PINCA model was an iterative process, characterized by a multitude
of trials and refinements. The foundation for our model was laid using the publicly available
growing NCA model, which can be accessed here [75]. In the initial phase, we retained the model’s
configurations from the original growing NCA paper [2], particularly employing 16 channels.
The model adapted well and exhibited proficiency in pattern learning. However, the use of 16
channels led to exceedingly complex governing equations, which lacked practicality and violated
the principle of Occam’s razor.

Upon observation, several challenges emerged with the 16-channel model. Among these chal-
lenges, the main issue was the intricacy involved in identifying the appropriate initial configura-
tion. Moreover, it was uncertain if it is even possible to find the correct initial configuration for
a small number of channels. Another concern was the partial stochastic nature of the process,
which often culminated in slightly varied final states despite identical settings. Additionally, the
impact of altering a key parameter – the number of channels – on the model was unknown.

Furthermore, there was a particular interest in investigating how the integration of physical
principles could enhance the model’s performance and capabilities. Consequently, we aimed to
compare an NCA that integrated physical knowledge with one lacking such incorporation.

In light of these insights and objectives, a series of experiments was orchestrated. The initial
experiment focused on training the model to simulate all three stages of leopard coat patterns
from an unknown initial state. The subsequent experiment narrowed the scope to training the
model to transition from the first (known) stage to the second and third stages. An auxiliary
experiment was conducted to facilitate the extraction of the governing equations, which involved
subtle modifications to the model’s architecture.

Additionally, a supplementary experiment employing the original growing NCA model was
conducted to analyze the formation of clusters within hidden states. This component deviates
from the central theme, which is PINCA. Thus, this topic is presented in the concluding section
of this chapter.

23
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2.2 Model Development

Implementation and Code
For implementing our model, we opted to utilize the PyTorch library [76], which is widely
recognized for its flexibility and efficiency, and also the initial code was built using this platform.
The code accompanies this submission and includes detailed implementations of the model used in
the first and second experiments, as well as the modified version employed in the third experiment
for extracting governing equations from data. Additionally, we have provided several pre-trained
versions of the models to facilitate further exploration.

To make the exploration process more intuitive and interactive, Jupyter notebooks [77] are
included. There are two notebooks: one is dedicated to the model used in the first and second
experiments, and the other corresponds to the model used in the third experiment.

Furthermore, the source code for the cellular clustering experiment is provided.

Data
The data utilized in our first two experiments comprise images of the leopard coat pattern at its
first, second, and third developmental stages. These images, generated via a reaction-diffusion
model as presented in the study by [21], are shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 The figure displays three distinct stages of leopard coat patterns during growth, as sim-
ulated through a reaction-diffusion system, according to [21]. These three images were employed as the
dataset for our experiments.

To accelerate the training process, all images utilized in our experiments were resized to a
resolution of 40x40 pixels.

Architecture
Our architecture builds on the architecture of growing NCA [2]. The primary difference lies in
the way the perception vector is assembled. Moreover, unlike the original architecture where the
alive masking process was involved, in our version, all cells are considered to be active and are
subject to evolution.

Similar to traditional CA, the model iterates for a predefined number of steps. In each
iteration, the process of cells evolution is as follows: At every position, all C channels are taken.
Subsequently, each channel is convolved individually with nine learnable filters K1, . . . , K9. The
convolution outputs are then assembled together, forming a vector whose size is the product of
the number of channels and the number of kernels (9 in this case). Within this vector, each
group of 9 consecutive values corresponds to a single channel. For each channel, this set of
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9 values is subsequently fed into a dense layer consisting of a single hidden unit, which then
yields a single output value per channel, producing C values in total. In parallel, an identity
filter is applied to each channel, resulting in C additional values. By combining both outputs, a
perception vector of size 2×C is obtained. This vector is then fed into a dense layer of size 128,
using ReLU activation. The values are subsequently transformed back to C dimensions through
another dense layer of size C. The resulting output vector contains the cell value change for each
channel. Finally, stochasticity is applied, and the output vector is summed with the grid at step
N , thereby generating the new grid at step N + 1.

The detailed description of a single iteration of our model is depicted in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 The complete description of the model developed within this work, capturing a single
iteration step from the image at step N to the image at step N + 1.

In the context of the convolutional operation we employed, each of the nine filters was repre-
sented as a 3x3 matrix. During each weight update of the model, a moment matrix was computed
for each filter, yielding nine moment matrices in total. The computation of these moment ma-
trices adhered to the definition of the moment matrix as introduced in the preceding chapter,
under the section titled “Physics-Informed Machine Learning”, in Definition 1.4. Upon obtaining
the moment matrices, each one was compared against its predefined counterpart, leading to the
calculation of the MSE loss between the paired matrices.

According to the theory, the nine predefined matrices were selected such that the sum of
the elements within each matrix equaled one, and no two predefined matrices were identical.
The significance of the filters’ moments converging toward these predefined matrices lies in the
transformation of the filters into approximations of specific differential operators. This is a pivotal
achievement since the filters now carry physical meaning and are not mere abstract constructs.

Subsequently, the MSE losses associated with all filters are aggregated to compute the total
loss attributable to the filters. This synthesized measure serves as an index of how closely the
filters are aligning with their physical counterparts, aiding in providing the model with a more
grounded and interpretable structure.

Parameters and Conditions
All the parameters related to backpropagation were adopted from the growing NCA model, as
these parameters were already fine-tuned and demonstrated to be effective. Additionally, the cell
fire rate, which governs the stochasticity (i.e., whether the cell will be updated during a given
iteration), was maintained at 0.5.

Given that the data provided are not cyclic in nature (meaning they do not wrap around)
and instead represent a segment of the coat pattern, it is crucial to handle edge cases carefully
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to avoid introducing biases into our model. To this end, considerations include the size and
value of padding, as well as the treatment of edges. With respect to edge treatment during
convolution in the model, there are two primary strategies that can be employed: zero padding
and circular padding. Zero padding entails adding zeros along the periphery of the image, while
circular padding wraps the image to form a continuous loop. Zero padding has the advantage
of implicitly breaking system symmetry, usually facilitating the learning process for the model.
However, a limitation of this setting is that the model may become overly dependent on the edges
of the input. In contrast, circular padding makes the training process more difficult but forces the
model to concentrate exclusively on the core content of the initial configuration. The selection
between these two approaches depends on the specific experiment being conducted, and hence,
the choice for each parameter is described within the respective sections of each experiment.

A crucial parameter is the number of steps that the NCA takes to produce the first, second,
and third stages of the coat pattern. It is important to note that the number of steps required
for each stage of growth varies among the three experiments, and as such, these are detailed
within the respective sections dedicated to each experiment.

Loss Function
The selection of the loss function was relatively straightforward. Depending on the number of
channels we experimented with, two cases emerged: When there were more than four channels,
we calculated the pixel-wise Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the first four channels (RGBA)
of the model’s output after a specific number of steps, and compared it against the label image
corresponding to a certain stage. Conversely, if there were three channels or fewer, we assessed the
loss in a similar fashion but solely on the first channel, which was also employed for visualization
purposes. Ultimately, the losses from each stage were aggregated. In addition to this, the loss
from the constrained convolutional filters was also aggregated.

Furthermore, L1 regularization was implemented in certain instances. The particulars of
when and how it was utilized are contingent upon the specific experiment and will be discussed
in the subsequent sections.
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2.3 Leopard Patterns with Unknown Configurations
In this initial experiment, the primary objectives are threefold: (a) to find the optimal initial
configuration that enables the model to generate all three stages of coat patterns, (b) to minimize
the number of channels as much as possible in order to yield a parsimonious model, which can
represent governing equations that are as simple as possible, and (c) to evaluate the extent to
which incorporating physics enhances the model.

For this experiment, padding was configured to extend 8 pixels from each side, and these
spaces were populated with a constant value of 1 (white pixels). Naturally, the loss was exclusively
measured within the original, non-padded parts of the image. Additionally, the edges were
subjected to circular padding (wrapping) during the convolution process.

Additionally, an L1 regularization term was applied to the dense layers corresponding to the
outputs of the convolution. This was employed with the intent to encourage the model to utilize
only the necessary differential operators for each channel, thus promoting sparsity. The overall
loss can be expressed as a combination of three terms:

losstotal = 1 · lossdata + 100 · lossfilters + 0.0001 · lossL1f

In this equation, losstotal represents the aggregate loss that is used during the backprop-
agation step. The term lossdata accounts for the pixel-wise mean squared error between the
model’s output and the corresponding target pattern for each stage involved in training. The
loss computed on the constrained filters is denoted by lossfilters. Lastly, lossL1f

represents
the L1 regularization term applied to the dense layers corresponding with the outputs of the
convolution.

Initial Configuration and Channel Count
Guided by insights we accumulated through hands-on engagement with the model, we identified
eight promising configurations. These configurations are visually represented in Figure 2.3. The
hidden channels were all set to zero for each configuration.

(a) Ball Gradient (b) Gradient (c) Gradient with
Anchor

(d) Noise Anchors
Complex

(e) Noise Anchors
Simple

(f) Plain Anchors
Complex

(g) Plain Anchors
Simple

(h) Stripes

Figure 2.3 The chosen initial configuration candidates.

To make the training process smoother and enhance efficiency, we divided it into two phases.
During the initial phase, the model was trained to exclusively develop the first stage of the
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leopard pattern (spots). This training, where the initial configuration was one of the candidate
initial configurations, was allowed to progress to the subsequent stages - forming the rings and
rosettes - only after reaching a certain loss threshold. This threshold was selected based on the
observation that, when the models’ outputs reached a loss in proximity to this threshold, they
visually resembled the desired spots pattern.

Specifically, the NCA ran for 70 steps to evolve from the initial configuration to the first
stage, followed by an additional 40 steps to reach the second stage, and a final set of 40 steps to
complete the pattern formation.

We conducted a set of experiments, where the initial configuration and the number of channels
were explored. Furthermore, we conducted experiments without constraints on the convolutional
kernels, allowing the learnable filters complete freedom to adapt. Moreover, we explored different
edge treatments and, in one instance, utilized zero padding, which, however, did not yield any
significant improvements and was thus discontinued.

The losses associated with various model configurations are depicted in Figure 2.5 for suc-
cessful cases and Figure 2.6 for unsuccessful ones. Figure 2.5 illustrates the configurations where
the model successfully reduced the first-stage loss below the threshold (marked by a red dotted
line). The green line indicates the lowest loss achieved across all models when growing all three
stages.

To vividly showcase the intricate and captivating progression of how the model evolves the
leopard pattern, we have incorporated a detailed grid plot that traces the step-by-step evolution
under one particular set of settings - employing 7 channels and initiating with the ’gradient’
configuration. The grid plot can be found in Figure 2.4.

Constrained vs. Unconstrained Models
Having gained insights into how the model responds to various parameters and initial configura-
tions, the focus shifted to identifying parameter settings that produce minimalistic and accurate
solutions, capable of generating all the patterns well. Our initial experiments discovered the
’gradient’ initial configuration as consistently yielding lower losses. Additionally, it was observed
that using 7 channels provided favorable results, whereas employing 6 channels only occasionally
succeeded.

Armed with this knowledge, a subsequent experiment was run in which the number of channels
was fixed at 7, and the initial configuration was set to ’gradient’. In this experiment, we conducted
five separate runs of the model with the filters constrained and another five without constraints.
The losses from each set of runs were then averaged to show the overall performance. Figure 2.7
depicts the results. It is noteworthy that the plot starts at the 10,000th iteration; this is because
it was only after this point that all five runs from both sets surpassed the threshold, and hence
began training on all three patterns.
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Figure 2.4 The step-by-step evolution of our model employing 7 channels and beginning with the
’gradient’ configuration. Each image in the grid plot represents a distinct state of the leopard pattern
formation. Red frames encircle the images where loss measurements were taken.
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(a) ch 8 gradient (b) ch 7 gradient (c) ch 7 gradient no constraints

(d) ch 7 anchor complex noise (e) ch 6 gradient padding zeros (f) ch 6 gradient no constraints

(g) ch 6 gradient (h) ch 6 anchor complex noise (i) ch 5 gradient

Figure 2.5 The losses for the successful models with different parameters are displayed in the plots.
The y-axis represents the loss, while the x-axis corresponds to the number of iterations, capped at 40,000.
The y-axis range remains consistent across all images. A red dotted line demarcates the threshold for
transitioning to the second stage of training. The green line signifies the lowest loss attained by any
model during the development of all three stages. The title of the images indicates which parameters were
used in that particular run. For instance, ch 7 gradient no constraints implies that the model utilized
7 channels, was initialized with the gradient configuration, and did not impose any constraints on the
convolutional filters. In cases where no constraints is not part of the title, it indicates that constraints
were enforced during the model’s training.
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(a) ch 6 anchor complex plain (b) ch 6 anchor simple noise (c) ch 6 anchor simple plain

(d) ch 6 stripes (e) ch 5 anchor simple noise (f) ch 5 anchor complex noise

(g) ch 6 gradient with anchor (h) ch 6 ball gradient

Figure 2.6 The losses for the unsuccessful models with different parameters are displayed in the plots.
The y-axis represents the loss, while the x-axis corresponds to the number of iterations, capped at 40,000.
The y-axis range remains consistent across all images. A red dotted line demarcates the threshold for
transitioning to the second stage of training, which was never reached by any of these models. The title
of the images indicates which parameters were used in that particular run.
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Figure 2.7 The graph depicts the average loss over time for two variants of the model: one with
physics-based constraints (blue line) and another without constraints (orange line). Each variant was
executed five times, and the losses were averaged. The x-axis represents the iteration count, while the
y-axis denotes the average loss.
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2.4 Leopard Patterns with Known Configurations
As previously mentioned, the objective in deriving the governing PDEs was to ensure that our
model remained as subtle as possible. However, the initial experiments revealed that this task
is exceedingly challenging when the correct initial configuration is unknown. Consequently, the
following experiment was designed to bypass the need to evolve from an unidentified config-
uration. Instead, the model was programmed to initiate directly from the first stage (spots).
We hypothesized that starting from a known initial configuration, which potentially aligns with
what occurs in nature, would facilitate the process, possibly requiring fewer channels since the
complexity associated with evolving from an unknown configuration is eliminated.

In this experiment, the threshold element was removed. The model was trained with the
objective of transitioning from a spots pattern to a rings pattern, ultimately culminating in
the rosettes pattern. We allocated 40 steps for the model to progress from one stage to the
next. Drawing parallels with the previous experiment, we also conducted a variation where
convolutional kernels were unconstrained, permitting the learnable filters free adaptability. The
approach to edge treatment was less critical here, as padding (the added white pixels to the
sides) effectively signaled the model to recognize edges, similar to zero padding. However, we
retained the ’circular’ edge treatment to allow the model an additional degree of flexibility.

Furthermore, in this experiment, the loss was solely measured on the first channel since there
were not enough channels to represent RGBA channels. The remaining hidden channels were all
set to the values of the first visible channel.

We examined three different channel configurations – 1, 2, and 3 channels, with two variations
for each – one incorporating physical constraints, and another without such limitations. This
resulted in a total of six experimental runs. The outcomes of this investigation are illustrated in
Figure 2.9.

To provide an insightful and visually engaging representation of the model’s intricate evolution
in creating the leopard pattern in this second experiment, a detailed grid plot that traces each
step of the model’s evolution has also been included. It can be viewed in Figure 2.8.

Constrained vs. Unconstrained Models
As with the initial experiment, it was imperative to draw a comparison between the physics-
informed models and their unconstrained counterparts. Like in the previous experiment, five runs
for the model with physical constraints were conducted and another five for the unconstrained
version. For this set of experiments, the number of channels was fixed at 2. Subsequently, the
losses for both variants were aggregated and averaged across the five runs. Figure 2.10 visually
presents the comparative results.
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Figure 2.8 The step-by-step evolution of our model in the second experiment, employing 2 channels.
Each image in the grid plot represents a distinct state of the leopard pattern formation. Red frames
encircle the images where loss measurements were taken.
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(a) 3 channels (b) 3 channels no constraints (c) 2 channels

(d) 2 channels no constraints (e) 1 channel (f) 1 channel no constraints

Figure 2.9 The losses for the models with different parameters are displayed in the plots. Here, the
model evolved from the spots pattern to the rings pattern, ending in the rosettes pattern. The y-axis
represents the loss, while the x-axis corresponds to the number of iterations, capped at 40,000. The
y-axis range remains consistent across all images. The green line signifies the lowest loss attained by any
model during the development.
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Figure 2.10 The average loss over time for two variants of the model is depicted: one with physics-
based constraints (blue line) and another without constraints (orange line). Each variant was executed
five times, and the losses were averaged. The x-axis represents the iteration count, while the y-axis
denotes the average loss.
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2.5 Deriving the Governing Equations
The final conducted experiment involved modifying the model that evolves the leopard patterns,
with the aim of deciphering the governing equations underlying the process. The interrela-
tions between the differential operators and combinations of the channels (or more aptly termed
’substances’) in the initial model were highly intricate, and not conducive to extracting the un-
derlying PDEs. Nonetheless, the second experiment presented a positive aspect by utilizing only
two channels, which is aligned with the two substances typically found in the original govern-
ing equations. Therefore, the objective of this experiment was to simplify the architecture to
facilitate the extraction of the governing equations.

Adjusted Architecture
To accomplish this goal, alterations were made to the architecture. The learnable filters com-
ponent was retained, but the dense layer consisting of 128 units was eliminated alongside the
ReLU activations to enhance the transparency of the process. Together with the convolutions,
the values of the channels at specific positions were collected. These values were then subjected
to polynomial combinations up to the third degree. Mathematically, the set of terms generated
encompassed:

{c1, . . . , cC} ∪ {ck
i · cℓ

j | i ̸= j ∧ i, j ∈ {1, . . . , C} ∧ k, ℓ ∈ {1, 2, 3}}

This essentially accounts for polynomial combinations between the channels up to the third
degree plus their identities. Upon formation of these terms, they were passed through a dense
layer that condensed the input values into a vector of size C. This gave each channel the
autonomy to select which combinations it would employ in its equation.

Consequently, two vectors of size C are derived: one from the convolution component, and
another from the polynomial combinations. These vectors are merged, yielding a stacked vector
wherein each channel is associated with two adjacent values. Finally, for each channel, a dense
layer of size 1 combines the two values - one representing the differential operators and the other
the nonlinear combinations among the substances. This yields the update vector, encapsulating
the change in values at a particular position.

A comprehensive illustration of the modified model’s architecture is provided in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 The complete description of the adjusted model for deriving the governing equations
developed within this work, capturing a single iteration step from the image at step N to the image at
step N + 1.
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Another distinction between this version and the previous one is the imposition of an L1 loss
on the dense layer associated with the ’nonlinear combinations’ part, while the L1 loss on the
output of the convolutional layers is retained. This time, the total loss was computed with a much
more pronounced emphasis on the L1 losses to strongly encourage each channel to selectively
adopt the differential operators or combinations essential to its role. The loss was computed
using the following equation:

losstotal = 1 · lossdata + 100 · lossfilters + 1 · lossL1f
+ 1 · lossL1c

In this equation, losstotal represents the composite loss utilized during the backpropagation
step. The term lossdata reflects the pixel-wise mean squared error between the model’s output
and the corresponding target patterns for each stage involved in training. The term lossfilters

denotes the loss computed on the constrained filters. Additionally, lossL1f
signifies the L1

regularization term imposed on the dense layer that corresponds to the convolutional outputs,
whereas lossL1c represents the L1 loss applied to the combinations.

This formulation of the loss function, with its emphasized L1 terms, is instrumental in ensur-
ing that the channels make the correct and minimalistic choices in terms of differential operators
and combinations, thereby approximating the governing dynamics more effectively.

During the development phase of this modified model, we initially encountered a challenge
wherein the model occasionally produced ’NaN’ (Not-a-Number) values as output. The root
cause of this issue was traced back to the freedom accorded to the cells, which enabled them
to venture outside the prescribed range of 0-1 during the step-by-step development. On certain
occasions, this behavior led to overflow, which in turn resulted in NaN values contaminating the
gradients, causing the entire model to malfunction.

To overcome this problem, we integrated a safeguard into the model by incorporating a code
that clips the values to fall within the range of 0-1 after each update. This seemingly simple but
effective modification ensures that the values remain within the desired range, and, as a result,
the model operates seamlessly without experiencing any NaN-related disruptions.

Training and Simulation
In this final experiment, the padding was eliminated and the edge pixels were assigned a value of 1
(white) during the convolution operations. Additionally, as the focus transitions from a machine
learning perspective to a biological one, it is more appropriate to refer to the two channels we
are working with as ’substances’.

Our reconfigured architecture was subsequently trained to evolve the leopard pattern starting
from the spots pattern. To encourage the model to sustain the final pattern for an extended
period, the number of steps allotted for transitioning to each subsequent stage was randomized
between 29 and 31 for each iteration.

The outcomes are depicted in Figure 2.12. This time, the development of both substances is
presented.

Extracting Governing Equations
With our trained model in hand, we are now fully equipped to retrieve the governing equations.
In particular, within the convolution section, each channel is associated with 9 weights, making
for a total of 9 times the number of channels. These weights serve as indicators of the filters
that are engaged and critically, due to the integration of physical dynamics, they also signify the
degree to which specific differential operators are implicated in the system’s evolution.

Analogously, in the combinations component, we have an array of weights that is a product
of the number of channels and the number of combinations. Each weight in this array provides
insights into the involvement of a particular combination of substances in the governing equations.
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(a) Substance 1 - Initial (b) Substance 1 - 30th step (c) Substance 1 - 60th step

(d) Substance 2 - Initial (e) Substance 2 - 30th step (f) Substance 2 - 60th step

Figure 2.12 The evolution of leopard coat pattern presented by our physics-informed NCA model
that allows to extract the governing equations of the process.

In order to synthesize these elements for each channel (or substance), two final weights are
utilized. These drive the contribution of the differential component and the combination com-
ponent, consolidating them into a cohesive framework.

Mathematically, our aim is to derive the equations for the rate of change of both channels
(substances) in time. Let u be the first channel and v the other one. According to our architec-
ture, the emerged reaction-diffusion system can be described as follows:

∂u

∂t
= α1 · Du + β1Fu

∂v

∂t
= α2 · Dv + β2Fv

(2.1)

where Du and Dv represent the weighted differential operators of the first and second equa-
tion respectively, Fu and Fv are the weighted combinations of the first and second equation
respectively, and the parameters α1, α2, β1 and β2 are the weights of these terms learned by our
model. In what follows, x denotes the horizontal direction while y denotes the vertical direction.

The raw terms for the first substance u are as follows:

Du ≈ 0.047 · u− 0.001 · ∂u

∂x
+ 0.021 · ∂2u

∂x2

+ 0.002 · ∂u

∂y
+ 0.003 · ∂2u

∂x∂y
− 0.001 · ∂2u

∂y2

+ 0.023 · ∂2u

∂y2 + 0 · ∂2u

∂x2 + 0.001 · ∂2u

∂x∂y

Fu ≈ − 0.039 · u + 0.123 · v + 0.009 · u · v + 0 · u · v2

− 0.006 · u · v3 + 0.005 · u2 · v + 0 · u2 · v2 + 0 · u2 · v3

+ 0 · u3 · v + 0 · u3 · v2 − 0.043 · u3 · v3
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The raw terms for the second substance v are as follows:

Dv ≈ − 0.007 · v + 0 · ∂v

∂x
− 0.004 · ∂2v

∂x2

+ 0.001 · ∂v

∂y
+ 0 · ∂2v

∂x∂y
+ 0 · ∂2v

∂y2

− 0.002 · ∂2v

∂y2 + 0 · ∂2v

∂x2 − 0.015 · ∂2v

∂x∂y

Fv ≈ 0 · u− 0.019 · v + 0.037 · u · v + 0 · u · v2

− 0.03 · u · v3 + 0.051 · u2 · v + 0 · u2 · v2 + 0 · u2 · v3

+ 0.011 · u3 · v + 0 · u3 · v2 + 0 · u3 · v3

The parameters α1, α2, β1 and β2 were set followingly:

α1 = 1.274, α2 = 2.735, β1 = −0.894, β2 = 2.785

As can be seen, we have incorporated the terms in their unaltered state, meaning that they
include certain terms that carry negligible weights and are effectively redundant. By employing a
filtering process where terms with weights below a specified threshold are omitted, we consolidate
the equation to a more concise form, as illustrated in the following system:

Du ≈ 0.047 · u + 0.021∂2u

∂x2 + 0.023∂2u

∂y2

Fu ≈ −0.039 · u + 0.123 · v − 0.043 · u3 · v3

Dv ≈ −0.007 · v − 0.015 ∂2v

∂x∂y

Fv ≈ −0.019 · v + 0.037 · u · v − 0.03 · u · v3 + 0.051 · u2 · v + 0.011 · u3 · v

Ultimately, the resulting governing equations have the following form:

∂u

∂t
≈ 1.274 · Du − 0.894 · Fu

∂v

∂t
≈ 2.735 · Dv + 2.785 · Fv

(2.2)

An interesting observation earns attention regarding the filters that were employed to ap-
proximate the differential operators. The convolutional filters converged towards the matrices
depicted in Equation 2.3. Each matrix is accompanied by a title that specifies the order and
direction of the derivative approximated by the filter. In Equation 2.3, s denotes the substance
being approximated.
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2.6 Discussion
Our study embarked on the development of a Physics-Informed Neural Cellular Automata
(PINCA) model that exhibits the capability to both simulate and extract the governing equations
of an underlying physical process while requiring minimal data. The growth process of leopard
patterns was employed as a case study, utilizing an exceptionally minimal dataset containing a
mere three images. The investigation encompassed various alterations to the model’s architecture
and an assortment of experiments leading to the successful extraction of the system’s governing
equations.

Interpretation of Key Findings
Our research has yielded several intriguing findings. We present these findings in relation to each
of the three experiments conducted:

Leopard Patterns with Unknown Configurations. The initial experiment revealed the
challenges associated with identifying an optimal initial configuration. Utilizing fewer than
seven channels consistently failed to produce satisfactory results. Nevertheless, the ‘gradient’
configuration consistently emerged as the most effective. This underscores the significance
of symmetry breaking in influencing the eventual outcomes, as different kinds of symmetry
breaking can lead to various results.
The second part of this experiment involved comparing a physics-informed constrained model
with an unconstrained version. Our findings (see Figure 2.7) revealed that the unconstrained
model converged more rapidly and achieved greater loss reduction. This can be attributed to
two factors. Firstly, the initial configuration was unknown, and the one employed (’gradient’)
likely did not align with the configurations found in nature. Secondly, there may have been
external factors that could not be captured by the reaction-diffusion system, but were adeptly
approximated by the unconstrained NCA.

Leopard Patterns with Known Configurations. The importance of the second experi-
ment lied in showing how the initial configurations are vital for accurate modeling. When the
model starts in a known configuration (the configuration that likely occur in nature), in this
case, in the spots pattern, the process can be modeled to a high degree of accuracy using just
two substances (channels). This finding is in harmony with the traditional Turing patterns
theory. Additionally, the experiment revealed that the inclusion of a third channel rendered
only a modest enhancement in results. Moreover, Figure 2.8 serves as visual evidence, proving
the model’s adeptness at evolving competently using a mere two channels.
Comparing the physics-informed model with its non-physics counterpart (see Figure 2.10)
when using two channels and starting from known configuration demonstrated the former’s
superiority in consistently reducing loss. This affirms that the physics-informed model, when
initialized with the correct configuration, can more effectively capture the process while re-
taining the physical interpretations through the constrained convolutional filters.

Deriving the Governing Equations. In pursuit of concise governing equations, modi-
fications to the model architecture were necessitated. The 128-unit dense layer and ReLU
were removed from the model in favor of a more parsimonious structure. While Figure 2.12
indicates that the modified model does not simulate growth patterns as convincingly as the
original model, it nonetheless exhibits remarkable accuracy in replicating both stages of leop-
ard pattern formation.
Employing this altered parsimonious model not only facilitated the simulation of pattern
growth but also enabled the extraction of the governing equations. This represents a monu-
mental advancement, considering that the derivation of governing equations was based on a
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trifling set of three images. The PINCA model’s efficacy is unequivocally established through
this achievement.

Analysis of the Derived Equations
The extracted governing equations are presented in Equation 2.2. Interestingly, the second
equation (representing the rate of change of the second substance v in time) contains a mixed
second-order derivative term, indicating the presence of anisotropy. This characteristic is rarely
observed in traditional Turing reaction-diffusion models.

Anisotropy in Turing patterns refers to diffusion that exhibits directional dependency. Clas-
sical Turing systems are characterized by isotropic diffusion, where substances spread uniformly
in all directions. Anisotropic diffusion, on the other hand, manifests directionality in diffusion,
which could be influenced by factors such as cell polarity or external constraints.

The appearance of the mixed second-order derivative term ( ∂2s
∂x∂y ) in our model is indicative

of anisotropic behavior, as it represents the coupling of diffusion in the x and y directions. This
coupling suggests that diffusion in these directions is not independent and can be viewed as an
anisotropic characteristic.

Remarkably, our findings align with those of [78], who explored the role of anisotropy in
pattern formation. Their model demonstrated that incorporating anisotropic diffusion could
yield more complex and biologically realistic patterns.

Limitations and Future Directions
As this thesis pioneers the application of this approach to simulate and distill governing PDEs
from an underlying process described through a minimalistic dataset, it paves the way for an
array of future research and exploratory endeavors.

A primary avenue for enhancement lies in fine-tuning the architecture of the PINCA model.
Specifically, refining the model such that terms with negligible weights are systematically pruned
during training could be highly beneficial. This modification would facilitate a more precise
representation of the underlying dynamics through the governing equations.

Furthermore, devising a more sophisticated strategy for identifying the optimal initial configu-
ration warrants investigation. Our research indicates that the selection of an initial configuration
is a critical factor; therefore, developing an intelligent and robust method for this selection could
substantially bolster the model’s efficacy.

As a natural extension, the versatility of the PINCA model can be tested by applying it to a
diverse range of problems beyond leopard pattern formation. The model’s capacity to generalize
and adapt to different datasets and physical systems is an exciting prospect that earns thorough
exploration.
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2.7 Pattern Analysis
This section presents an additional experiment done in this thesis. Here, we focus on the forma-
tion of cellular clusters in the growing NCA model that was presented in [2]. A depiction of the
model’s architecture is available in Figure 1.6. Aligning with the original paper, we employed
the emoji dataset, from which three distinct shapes for examination were selected: a lizard, a
smiling face, and a fish, all of which are displayed in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 The emoji from the growing NCA paper [2].

Methodology
The training phase of the growing NCA model emulated the protocol designed in the original
work, employing 16 channels. We conducted training sessions for three separate models; one
designed for the growth of the lizard shape, another one for the growth of the smiley face, and
the final one for the growth of the fish shape. After the training, the models were let to evolve
from a single-pixel seed configuration to the fully grown pattern. Subsequently, alive masking
was applied, effectively filtering out the dead cells.

With the data from these living cells, we created a dataset wherein the columns ranged
from channel numbers 4 to 16, giving rise to 12 columns in total, and each row represented an
individual cell. In essence, each row in our dataset encapsulated the values of hidden channels
for a specific living cell.

Having these datasets formed for each respective pattern, we engaged two clustering algo-
rithms in an endeavor to unravel any hidden cellular specializations. Specifically, we employed
the traditional KMeans algorithm [79] along with the DBSCAN algorithm [80], each offering
unique attributes in the art of cluster analysis.

Results
We collected a series of clusterings by changing the parameters of the clustering algorithms
(KMeans and DBScan). Subsequently, the ones that provided the greatest insight about the
hidden clusters were selected. In Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16, the results for lizard, smiley face,
and fish pattern respectively can be found. The parameters employed by each clustering are
included in the title of each image.

Discussion
In multicellular organisms, cellular specialization is a foundation of functionality and develop-
ment. Cellular specialization refers to the phenomenon where different cells in an organism adopt
distinct roles and functions, enabling complex behaviors and responses. This specialization is
often manifested through differences in gene expression, morphology, and interaction with sur-
rounding cells. In essence, cellular specialization allows the cells to work in cooperation, but
with diversified responsibilities, to maintain the intricacy of a living organism.

The motivation behind this auxiliary experiment was to explore if analogous behavior could
be observed within NCA models - whether cells within our simulated environment adopt a form
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(a) clusters = 3 (b) clusters = 5 (c) clusters = 13

(d) eps=0.6, min samples=5 (e) eps=1, min samples=9

Figure 2.14 The figure showcases the clustering results for the lizard pattern. In the first row, the
clusters obtained using the KMeans algorithm are presented. On the second row, the clusters formed by
the DBScan algorithm are displayed.

(a) clusters = 3 (b) clusters = 5 (c) clusters = 15

(d) eps=0.2, min samples=9 (e) eps=1.0, min samples=9

Figure 2.15 The figure showcases the clustering results for the smiley face pattern. In the first row,
the clusters obtained using the KMeans algorithm are presented. On the second row, the clusters formed
by the DBScan algorithm are displayed.
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(a) clusters = 2 (b) clusters = 3 (c) clusters = 13

(d) eps=0.4, min samples=9 (e) eps=1.0, min samples=9

Figure 2.16 The figure showcases the clustering results for the fish pattern. In the first row, the
clusters obtained using the KMeans algorithm are presented. On the second row, the clusters formed by
the DBScan algorithm are displayed.

of specialization analogous to that seen in real-world multicellular organisms. This investigation
was grounded in an attempt to comprehend the internal dynamics of the model and examine if
cellular behavior is dictated by relative positions, emergent properties, or any other factors.

Our findings reveal an intriguing aspect of cellular behavior within the model. Rather than
adapting or altering behavior based on relative positioning or environmental factors, cells in the
model seem to adopt roles or functions during the initial stages of emergence. This allocation
appears to remain constant throughout the life-cycle, with cells persistently acting in accordance
to their predetermined function.

This observation bears resemblance to the concept of cell specialization in biological systems,
though through a distinct mechanism. Rather than complex gene regulation and environmental
interactions, NCA models showcase that simple rules and emergent properties can lead to cells
assuming specialized roles.



Conclusion

In this thesis, an extensive exploration of literature was carried out, encompassing Turing pat-
terns, Cellular Automata, Neural Cellular Automata, and Physics-Informed Machine Learning.
This thorough foundation was instrumental for the subsequent development of the innovative
Physics-Informed Neural Cellular Automata (PINCA) model.

The PINCA architecture emerges as a groundbreaking concept, combining Neural Cellular
Automata with Physics-Informed Machine Learning. It showcases a remarkable ability to sim-
ulate and extract the governing equations of underlying physical processes using minimal data.
Through a series of experiments, including the simulation of leopard coat patterns, PINCA
demonstrated its efficiency and precision in capturing complex dynamics.

In addition, the thesis presented evidence that Neural Cellular Automata exhibit cell special-
ization, similar to multicellular organisms in real nature.

In summary, PINCA represents a significant advancement in data-driven modeling by incor-
porating physical principles. It holds the potential to substantially impact scientific computing
and suggests a direction where data and physics can be more effectively combined. This thesis
provides an initial framework that can serve as a basis for future research, opening doors for
further exploration and incremental advancements in the field.
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